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WHO WE ARE

What We do in Fashion CampWhat We do in Fashion CampEst. 2010

In Manhattan NYC

Teachers

Equipment

We are the only camp for
teens that teaches sewing as
well as the business side of
fashion. Now in our 12th
season!

The Fashion Class is a year
round fashion design and
sewing studio located at 307
East 84th Street in Manhattan
NYC.

Our founder is a Parsons grad
and author of Fashion Design
for Kids. Our amazing teachers
are graduates of fashion & art
programs at some of the best
fashion schools in the world
and work in the industry as
designers, stylists and fashion
illustrators.

Students work on
computerized sewing
machines by Singer that are
easy to use and equipped with
needle guards for extra safety.
All supplies are included in our
fee!

Sketch an original design to sew during the week.

Visit Mood Fabrics in the Garment District to shop 
for fabric and supplies.

Learn to create a pattern or drape, sew, and finish 
a fitted and wearable garment!

Create a fashion illustration portfolio, learn to use
fashion markers to render fabrics, colors, and prints
 in our designs.

Learn about the different facets of the fashion industry
like marketing, merchandising, and branding. 

Meet and chat with guest speakers who work in various
areas of fashion.

Socialize with other creative teens who love fashion.

Have a photo shoot on Friday!
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THE DETAILS
Location: 307 East 84th
St. New York, NY 10028

Hours: 9:30AM-4PM

Dates: 7/17-7/21
and/or 7/24-7/28 2023

Price: $999/wk - all
supplies included

Ages: 13-17 yrs

How to RegisterHow to Register
Contact us at:

www.TheFashionClass.com

manhattan@thefashionclass.com

646-329-6663

The Fashion Class 307 E 84th St

Our fashion camp is for serious fashionistas who want to make their designs
and dreams a reality! 

With only ten campers per week, space is very limited. Join our boutique fashionWith only ten campers per week, space is very limited. Join our boutique fashion
camp for teens today for a one-of-a-kind NYC experience!camp for teens today for a one-of-a-kind NYC experience!


